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1. UNIT DESCRIPTION

IDL is a research institute established in 1853 that studies, in quantitative fashion, most of the important components of the Earth System. It combines analytical studies, data analysis, observational activities and modeling. The targets correspond to a wide range of processes going from the structure of the deep Earth, surface processes, atmospheric processes and natural hazards at or near the Earth surface. IDL aims to be a national nucleus of scientific activities and an educational platform of high-level research and teaching, thereby attracting the brightest students in the field, and providing a stable base for European partnership in major research initiatives in these areas.

IDL organization relies on a Scientific Council, grouping all researchers, which are organized into 10 research groups, each one led by a senior researcher. Research Group leaders form a Coordination Board that meets on a regularly basis, headed by the Director, directly elected by the Scientific Council. Administration and Management is done by IDL Direction Board, also elected by the Scientific Council. Research Lines and Research Group leaders are chosen by the Director. A part of the geophysical monitoring operation is conducted within the Geophysical Institute of the University of Lisbon. The director of both ID and IGIDL is presently J M Miranda.

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES

The ultimate goal of IDL is to develop physics based tools to study Earth processes. These tools combine theoretical approaches, numerical and physical modeling, and a range of applications that go from the global scale earth processes to local scale environmental problems. IDL focuses on Solid Earth Sciences and Atmosphere and Climate Physics. IDL is committed to Earth’s monitoring, playing a role in some of the global geophysical and geodetic networks.

Within IDL research is combined with an active commitment to conduct post-graduate and graduate teaching. We promote the interaction between students and research. IDL maintains a number of laboratory facilities at Lisbon and Beira Interior Universities, here including a cluster for numerical modeling, an experimental tectonics lab, a rock magnetic lab, mobile arrays of seismic sensors (for deep sea surveys and land operations), a GNSS processing system, and a series of high quality instruments (e.g. gravity meter, magnetometers, resistivity sounds, meteorological stations, GPS). We commit ourselves to maintain the needed skills to develop geophysical instrumentation as a key factor of our research strategy.

3. MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS DURING THE YEAR OF 2010

COOPERATIVE RESEARCH: The majority of research results was published in high rank journals. The Institute published a total of +110 articles, in all areas of the activity. Funding was kept at a very good level, reaching 1.9M€ for research salaries, base and competitive funding. Resources from the EU represent 15% of the total, and new internationally funded initiatives started during 2010. The University of Lisbon, which hosts IDL, is the only Portuguese Institution ranked by ISI in Geosciences.

EC-EARTH DEVELOPMENT. In 2010, the contributions of IDL to EC-Earth model have come to print. The new snow model included in ECMWF’s IFS and in the operational EC-EARTH model was published. A new component of the model, namely the lake model FLAKE was integrated.
also into HTESSEL, and was subject to substantial and successful testing. Further developments, including a multi-layer snow model developed by Dutra and co-authors, are under way.

CLIMATE PROCESSES. Output from IDL in relation with global and regional climate dynamics has progressed significantly. A number of important results address the dynamics of blocking events, its impact on inter-annual variability and its links with external forcing, namely solar variability. Another important set of results concerns the regional and continental flows of atmospheric water, and its control of in-land precipitation. Some of this work had significant international impact with successive references to Barriopedro and co-authors in the New Scientist.

COASTAL HAZARDS AND TSUNAMI WARNING: The installation of the new video observation systems for coastal monitoring, the development of software for tide prediction and the design of the Tsunami Warning System in cooperation with JRC and IM, gained the interest of media and local actors for the role of new scientific approaches to sea-related hazards. The design of the Tsunami Warning System was completed under the coordination of Matias Baptista was awarded a prize by the International Tsunami Society. The new Geophysical Fluid Laboratory set up during 2010 will enlarge the scientific cooperation between research groups.

ACTIVE EARTHQUAKE SOURCES IN THE GULF OF CADIZ. New results were presented based on the 1-year OBS deployment. The analysis of the seismic sources and focal mechanisms, pointed to the existence of important sub-crustal seismic deformation. Numerical and physical modeling of these processes progressed, in cooperation with TOPO-IBERIA. Paleoseismic research increased significantly and a large effort is being made in cooperation with SHARE for a common view concerning active seismic sources.

GEOPHYSICAL SOFTWARE: A new application for electromagnetic prospection was developed by Santos in collaboration with UK partners. A large research project funded by Petrobrás was conducted by Moulin and collaborators, in close cooperation with IFREMER.

CONFERENCES: IDL has been very active in the organization of international conferences during 2010. We emphasize the conference entitled "The Medieval Warm Period Redux. Where and when was it warm?" organized by Trigo and Barriopedro in cooperation with Diaz from NOAA, GEOMOD 2010 organized by Marques and DAMES organized by Barbosa, all held in Lisbon, in September 2010.

4. INTEGRATIVE/MULTIDISCIPLINARY ACTIVITIES DURING THE YEAR OF 2010

GLOBAL CHANGE AND SOCIETAL RISKS: The cooperation with the Portuguese Civil Protection and the Lisbon Municipality concerning seismic and tsunami risk gathered the cooperation of GR3 (Coastal Hazards and Warning Systems), GR4 (Seismology), GR8 (Seismic Risk) and GR7 (Earth Observation). IDL also promoted the development of the NEAMTWS UNESCO initiative cooperating with the Portuguese Meteorological Institute for the implementation of the tsunami warning system.

GEOPHYSICS AND TECTONOPHYSICS: The combination of physical and numerical modeling progressed on a series of research targets (SW Iberian Margin, Azores, Cape Verde and
Variscan tectonics) and on a series of basic research topics (folding/unfolding, subduction initiation). Cooperation is high between basin studies (GR9), Earth Processes (GR5) and Physical Volcanology (GR8). On-going research on the physical basis of AMS methods is also progressing, with large potential impact on tectonic studies.

EARTH OBSERVATION AND GEODYNAMICS: Most research and observational initiatives of IDL is focused on the different boundaries of the Nubian plate: Azores Triple Junction; Iberian Margin; East African Rift. New permanent GNSS stations were installed and an integrated real time processing system was installed in the University of Beira Interior. Results on permanent scatters radar interferometry (GR7), are creating new challenges for research related with natural hazards (GR1, GR3, and GR8). Cooperation between GR7 and GR3 is also progressing fast in what concerns GPS meteorology.

METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATE RESEARCH: In 2010, the contributions of IDL to the EC-Earth model have come to print. The new snow model included in ECMWF’s IFS and in the operational EC-EARTH model was published. A new component of the model, namely the lake model FLAKE was integrated also into HITESSEL, and was subject to substantial and successful testing. Further developments, including a multi-layer snow model are under way.

5. OUTREACH ACTIVITIES DURING THE YEAR OF 2010

The presence of IDL and IDL’s researchers on the Portuguese media was constant during the year of 2010. This took the form of interviews or scientific statements and addressed mainly climate change, geo and coastal hazards and earth observation themes. The topics mostly discussed concerned the impact of the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull, the heavy rains on Madeira Island, the Chile earthquake and tsunami. The newspapers where the presence of IDL was most relevant are Público, Expresso, Diário de Notícias and Visão, the media with the largest impact in Portugal. Numerous TV participations must also be emphasized at RTP, TVI and SIC. IDL webpage was upgraded and updated including topics of public interest, and complementary web materials were prepared by V Mendes and C Antunes on GPS seismology and tide prediction, respectively.

INVITED TALKS AT HIGH SCHOOLS: Escola Secundária Emídio Navarro (11º ano de Ciências e Tecnologias), 26-10-10 (Virgílio Mendes); Pavilhão do Conhecimento, 6-3-10 “Desertos e Clima” (Pedro Miranda). Similar talks were made at the Lisbon Engineering School and the Université Paris-Sud (Susana Barbosa), Minho University (Maria Ana Baptista) and Universidade Estadual de S Paulo (Rui Fernandes).

INVITED TALKS TO THE OIL INDUSTRY: talks were held by Moulin, in cooperation with D Aslanian, for GDF-Suez in Paris, (10-2-10) and Petrobras in S Salvador da Baía (20-23 January 2010).

WEATHER FORECAST ON THE WEB: IDL maintains several numerical models used for weather forecast (http://www.weather.ul.pt/) including high resolution grids for Madeira and Azores. These models, mainly developed for research and post-graduate training, have increased their public impact.

SUMMER COURSE ON TSUNAMIS: M A Baptista and R Omira, collaborated in a summer course held in Tetouan (5-10 July 2010), organized by the Universidad Internacional de Andalucía.
CLIMATE AND SEISMIC DATA ON THE WEB: IGIDL webpage freely disseminates climate and seismological data obtained by IDL networks. After 2008 the Annals of the Institute that compile geophysical information since 1853 are also openly available through internet.

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES INITIATIVES: M A Baptista and J M Miranda made invited talks on Natural Hazards in the framework of an initiative promoted by the Lisbon Academy of Sciences.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY: P M Miranda and J Cabral made invited talks associated with the WED in Portugal, on climate change and seismic risk.
6. RESEARCH GROUPS

6.1 Climatology and Climate Change

6.1.1. Funding


6.1.2 Objectives

- The study of significant changes in relevant surface climatic variables (e.g. maximum and minimum temperatures, precipitation monthly averages and daily extremes);
- Assessment of major teleconnections (e.g. the North Atlantic Oscillation, the Scandinavian pattern or the Eastern Atlantic pattern) to characterize changes in the European climate.
- Development of tools to diagnostic the atmospheric circulation: circulation weather types (daily), cut-off low systems (COLs) and storm-tracking (several days), blocking events (up to 3 weeks).
- Development of statistical models and predictability studies at the monthly-seasonal range in the Atlantic-European region.
- Recovery of historical meteorological data from worldwide ancient archives and contribution to several international projects of historical reanalyses.
- Evaluation of different types of weather driven natural hazards: floods, droughts, landslides and heat waves. This objective and the corresponding achievements and output will be included in the Global Change and Societal Risks Research Line.
- Assessment of the impact of volcanoes, solar storms and variability on the Earth’s magnetic field and climate. This objective and the corresponding achievements and output will be included in the Global Change and Societal Risks Research Line.

Within the framework of future warming scenarios projecting increases in the risk of more frequent heat waves and severity of rainfall extremes in regions of mid-high latitudes, it is of major importance to investigate the link of extreme events to atmospheric weather conditions. The research group has acquired a large experience in this topic, due to the enormous effort made in developing objective automatic methods to diagnose specific weather systems, such as weather types, extra-tropical cyclones and storm-tracks, blocking
The research group of Climatology and Climate Change is integrated in the Global Change and Societal Risks research line of the CGUL-IDL.

**Recent new topics of research**

The team will continue broadening its multi-disciplinary character, which ranges from proxy-based climate reconstructions to modern assimilated remote sensing output, but always with a main endeavor related to weather driven natural hazards and mid-latitude climate variability.

Furthermore, the expertise of the group in exploring historical datasets, together with the recent approval of different funded projects, which embrace topics such as the exploration of natural proxies (e.g., MEDIATIC) and the analysis of General Circulation Models (GCMs) simulations for the last centuries/millennium (e.g., ENAC) and future climate scenarios (e.g., AMIC) provides a unique opportunity of merging observational and modeling studies. In this sense, the research group is making a large effort to self-adapt and invest in order to increase data storage and share facilities.

- **Satellite derived analysis:** The Climatology group is growing its activity in areas that require a strong component of remote sensing. In particular we are interested in the development of satellite-based tools to monitor long-lasting drought events (Iberia, Iraq, China, Australia), but equally to evaluate burned areas (Iberia and Mediterranean).

- **20th Century Reanalysis:** As the team has been involved in the development of the recently Published re-analyses for the 20th century through a digitization project funded by FCT, the applicability of automatic algorithms to diagnose weather systems (which require daily gridded data sets of enough spatial resolution) is now possible and arises as one of the principal objectives within the near future. This effort will be further supported within the framework of the new FP7 project ERA-CLIM dealing with recovering worldwide meteorological data from old publications.

- **Long-term modelling studies:** GCMs and paleoclimate proxy-based reconstructions provide a powerful tool to place the observed recent trends into a broader temporal context and to investigate the responses to external forcing factors.

- **Statistical Forecasting Models:** The group is developing statistical forecasting model capacities namely to predict river flow and periods and intensity of droughts as an attempt to cope partially with the relative low number of studies within IDL regarding surface hydrology and river system. Development of methods of non-gaussian statistical modeling for climatic diagnostics and inverse problems in climate-related problems are also assessed.

### 6.1.3 Main Achievements

**COOPERATIVE RESEARCH:** We have been publishing the majority of attained results in specialized literature (SCI journals) related to natural hazards, meteorology, climatology, hydrology and solar variability. The year 2010 can be considered as a good year, with the group members publishing 20 papers in SCI literature (with an additional 8 already published or in press in 2011). Most of the research results were obtained within the framework of national projects (funded by FCT, Gulbenkian, CRUP, etc), but equally European projects (e.g. CIRCE, FUME, MedCLIVAR, LANDSAF, etc). Furthermore, a significant amount of this research
corresponds to active collaborations with researchers from other groups within the CGUL-IDL and also with other national and international centers and institutions.

NEW PROJECTS: The group has secured the participation in a new large European FP7 project ERA-CLIM dealing with recovering worldwide meteorological data from old publications. The group has become also involved in the large international IMILAST project, aiming to provide a more comprehensive assessment of uncertainties inherent in the mid-latitudinal storm tracking by comparing different methodologies with respect to data of different resolution (time and space) and limited areas, for both cyclone identification and cyclone tracking respectively.

TECHNICIAN Using funding from different projects we have hired a part-time system administrator to help with the hardware and software used in the group. This IT technician is shared with the Land-Climate interaction Group (RG 10).

CONFERENCES: The group was involved in the organization of several important conferences during 2010, namely:

- International Precipitation Conference 2010 that took place in Coimbra, Portugal, 23-25 June 2010;
- The workshop "The medieval Warm Period Redux. Where and When was it warm?" that took place in FLAD (Fundação Luso-Americana), Lisbon, Portugal, 22 - 24 September, 2010.

INVITATION: Ricardo Trigo was invited in 2010 to be a member of the Drought Interest Group (DIG) run jointly by the Climate Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR) and and Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) (http://www.clivar.org/organization/extremes/dig.php)

6.1.4 Group Productivity

**Publications in peer review Journals**


Other international publications

Books


Book chapters


Other national publications


Ph.D Thesis


Msc thesis


Organization of conferences


Ricardo Trigo and David Barriopedro organized the workshop "The medieval Warm Period Redux. Where and When was it warm?" that took place in FLAD (Fundação Luso-Americana), Lisbon, Portugal, 22 - 24 September, 2010. (http://mwplisbon2010.fc.ul.pt/).

Carlos Pires co-organized the Workshop “Gestão do Risco em Secas, Métodos, Tecnologias e Desafios” that took place in in the Instituto Superior de Agronomia, Lisbon, Portugal, 11 November 2010.


Internationalization

The group is involved in several national and European projects that will endure for several years. In particular we are involved in three major European projects dealing with climate variability and climate change for the Mediterranean. In 2011 the group is starting its participation in another major European project:

- MedCLIVAR (Funded by European Science Foundation until 2011) and endorsed by WMO. Ricardo Trigo seats at the Steering Committee of MedCLIVAR. This group has published a Book in 2006 (ELSEVIER) and his planning a second version to be published in 2011 (Imperial College Press).
- CIRCE (Funded by FP7 until 2011). CIRCE aims at developing for the first time an assessment of the climate change impacts in the Mediterranean area. A monographic issue dealing with changes of climatic extremes in the Mediterranean is currently being produced, with manuscripts submitted during January-February 2010.
- FUME (Funded by FP7 until 2013) FUME deals with extreme forest fires under climate, social and economic changes in Europe, the Mediterranean and other fire-affected areas of the world (started in January 2010)
- ERA-CLIM – (Funded by FP7, 2011-2013) ERA-CLIM aims to develop observational datasets suitable for global climate studies, with a focus on the past 100 years. A specific goal is to improve the quality and consistency of climate observations through new pilot and already existing reanalyses, and to make the observational datasets and reanalyses available to world-wide users.
- IMILAST- The group has become also involved in the large international IMILAST project, aiming to provide a more comprehensive assessment of uncertainties inherent in the mid-latitudinal storm tracking by comparing different methodologies with respect to data of different resolution (time and space) and limited areas, for both cyclone identification and cyclone tracking respectively.

Participation in Graduate training

Ricardo Trigo and David Barriopedro have participated in the Climate change Master course at the University of Vigo (Campus Ourense).
6.2 Applied and Environmental Geophysics

6.2.1 Funding


INDUSTRY: MT studies in Cabo Verde for geothermal evaluation-Private funding by Martifer; 100 k€; MT studies in the Panasqueira mine-Private funding by Beralt; 15 k€;

6.2.2 Objectives

Applied Geophysics is an important topic of research in IDL, mainly due to the impact of groundwater and environmental issues in human activities. The activity of the group is divided mainly in three areas: (1) field work and data interpretation, (2) software development and (3) design and construction of instrumentation.

The main objectives of the group are:

- To develop geophysical methods for environmental, hydrogeological and structural (geological) studies;
- To develop electromagnetic methods for aquifer characterization and groundwater monitoring;
- To develop specific software for interpretation of electromagnetic data acquired in isotropic and anisotropic media;
- To develop algorithms for joint interpretation of different type of geophysical data (DC/TEM; gravity/AMT, DC/MT, seismic/DC);
- To design and construct geophysical instrumentation for marine magneto-tellurics;
- To apply magnetic rock properties to environmental and more regional and global geological studies.
- To establish cooperation with industry;
- To maintain the already large international collaboration.


6.2.3 Main Achievements

ANTARTICA PROGRAM: The group has been supporting the Portuguese participation on Antarctica program (project PERMANTAR). A member of the group (Ivo Bernardo) has participated in the 2010/2011 expedition to the Deception Island. An annual record (December 2009 to December 2010) of the variations of the electrical resistivity of the uppermost part of the soil (each 6h) was made and is now under interpretation.

GROUNDWATER RESEARCH: During the last year the group worked in projects related to the use of geophysical methods in hydrogeology and environment. The group is supporting a PhD work in the application of geophysical data to understand the dynamic of the water infiltration process.

GEOPHYSICAL INVERSE PROBLEMS: Two computer programs (EM34-2D and Inv2DVLF) for inversion of geophysical data developed in the last years were spread all over the world. There are more than thirty researchers of international institutions (mainly universities) using such programs. A new program, allowing the joint inversion of several EM data was developed in collaboration with Dr. John Triantafilis (The University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia). Several new developments have been achieved in what concern 1-D and 2-D modeling (and inversion) of MT data assuming anisotropic media. This work was developed in collaboration with Josef Pek (from Czech Republic). The group starts spreading the code developed for joint inversion of resistivity and gravity data collected in basins. A program for joint inversion of DC and TDEM data assuming Quasi-2D and 3D models and using smooth constraints were developed in collaboration with Dr. Hesham (now at Lancaster University, U.K.).

ROCK MAGNETISM: Review about the deposition time of the Marinoan cap carbonates (Font et al., 2010a) showing that the deglaciation period after a snowball Earth event is much shorter than estimated by the model of Paul Hoffman. For the first time, rock magnetic properties study was applied to tsunami-induced deposit showing that it represent a powerful tool to locate this kind of deposits in the geological record (Font et al., 2010b).

MULTIDISCIPLINARY (ROCK MAGNETISM, GEOCHEMISTRY, PETROGRAPHY) STUDY of the KTB (Cretaceous-Tertiary Boundary) in three sections from the Basque-Cantabric Basin (France and Spain) showed the presence of a anomalous level just below the boundary that we interpreted to represent the sedimentary record of the Deccan Traps (Font et al., in elaboration). These results will certainly provide better clues to elucidate the origin of the mass extinction of the KTB.

PALEOMAGNETISM AND ROCK MAGNETISM OF THE BASALTS from the Central Atlantic Magmatic Province (CAMP) in Morocco show that geomagnetic reversals identified by previous studies (Marzoli et al., 2004; Knight et al., 2004) are in fact a product of remagnetization. Consequently, it shows that we cannot affirm that the CAMP in Morocco precede the one in US and thus its synchronism with the Triassic-Jurassic boundary need still to be demonstrated. A new good quality paleomagnetic pole that is now in better agreement with the US counterpart will be also published (Font et al., in submission).

COOPERATION WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR: During 2010 the group had colaboration with the EDP-LABLEC Company; Martifer Company and Beralt Company.
6.2.4 Group Productivity

Publications in peer review Journals


3) Mota, R. and Monteiro Santos, FA, 2010. 2D sections of porosity and water saturation from integrated resistivity and seismic surveys. Near Surface Geophysics, 8, 575-584. doi: 10.3997/1873-0604.2010042, IF: 0.838


### Other international publications


### Abstract in international congress


Ph.D. thesis completed

Eugénio Pina Almeida- Caracterização electromagnética da Zona Ossa Morena (supervisors: Prof. Dr. Mendes Victor and Fernando Santos)

Industry contract research

Our expertise in applied geophysics, mainly in electromagnetic methods, allowed us to celebrate contracts with industry and public services, mainly related with groundwater detection and geoelectrical terrain characterization. In 2009 the group celebrated contracts with:

- LABELEC/EDP for geoelectrical site characterization;
- MARTINFER for geothermal evaluation in Cape Verde;
- BERALT for mining research.

Internationalization

The group has working with researchers in different international institutes:
• the group has carried out several MT studies in SW Iberia with the University of Barcelona and Granada;

• the group has collaborated with the Geophysical Institute of the Sciences Academy of Czech Republic in the study of new methods for inversion of MT data collected in anisotropic media;

• the group has collaborated with scientists of the National Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics in Cairo in hydrogeophysics domain;

• the group has collaboration with others groups in France, Brazil, Morocco, Tunisia, Australia and Argentina;

• In the scope of the different collaborations the group was visited by researches from Czech Republic (Josef Pek), Egypt (Dr Mahfooz Hafez ). Members of the group visited Egypt (F.Santos), France (E. Font).

• H. Matias has a participation in the PROJECT ATLANTIS (FCUL/PETROBRAS) as a Consultant and training for Seismic Interpretation and basin modeling.
6.3 Seismology and Earth Tomography

6.3.1 Funding
114k€, Project WILAS PTDC/CTE-GIX/097946/2008, FCT, 2010-2012
5k€, Cooperation FCT/DAAD, 2010-2011
10k€, Project ESONET-NOE, EC, 2007-2010
45.72k€, Project TopoMed,Topo-Europe EUROCORES Programme (ESF/FCT), 2008-2010

6.3.2 Objectives
Seismological and in particular seismic tomographies are key approaches in solid earth sciences as they allow indirect probing of deep earth processes. IDL manages fixed and mobile observational means and cooperates in with national and international institutions to design, operate, process and analyze passive and active seismic operations. The main objectives of the group are:

- Cartography of the main inner earth discontinuities using joint inversion of PS and SP receiver functions.
- 3a. Development of different scales 3D tomographic models for the crust and lithosphere, using body and surface waves.
- 3b. Construction of high resolution maps of lithospheric shallower structures using seismic ambient noise, especially at periods shorter than 20 sec, which are hard to obtain from earthquake surface waves.
- Evaluation of seismic anisotropy at crustal and lithospheric scales, through shear-wave splitting measurement, their connection with the tomographic models and its correlation with crustal stress and mantle plastic deformation.
- Correlation between multi-scale results and integration in anisotropic 3D models and relationship with the geodynamic environment, either at local, regional or global scales.
- To maintain and develop Ocean Bottom Seismometers for long-term recording, both short- and long-period.

6.3.3 Main Achievements
DEEP STRUCTURE OF THE GULF OF CADIZ: First results on the analysis of the dataset obtained by the array of OBS deployed during 2008-2009 in the Gulf of Cadiz were presented by Monna et al., 2010 and Zitellini et al., 2010. The paper by Geissler et al., 2010 focused on the analysis of the most significant sub-crustal seismic activity.
ACTIVE SOURCES THAT CAN GENERATE GREAT EARTHQUAKES AND TSUNAMIS: Work continued along complementary directions: i) investigation of geological and geophysical data; ii) numerical modelling. The paper of Duarte et al. (2010) focused on the analysis of the most prominent of morphological structures. The design of the TWS was developed (Matias et al., 2010) in cooperation with RG3. The other activities are coordinated with RG3 and RG9.

INVESTIGATION OF OCEAN ISLAND STRUCTURE IN THE ATLANTIC AZORES:

- The results from the investigation of the Azores deep seismic structure using P and S receiver functions joint analysis were published in EPSL by Silveira et al (2010).
- The IDL/IGIDL short-period OBS were deployed in the Lucky Strike area in October 2010 to be recovered in June/July 2012.

INVESTIGATION OF OCEAN ISLAND STRUCTURE IN THE ATLANTIC CAPE VERDE:

- Preliminary results on Rayleigh wave group and phase velocity obtained from Noise Correlation Functions were presented at the AGU fall meeting in San Francisco (14-18 December 2010).
- An analysis was performed using the data recorded in the period Nov.2007 – Sep. 2008 by the CV-Plume temporary network, in order to assess the local/regional seismicity rates and its correlation with volcanic processes known to be active. Two clusters of events, appearing to have a NE-SW trend, stand out from the background dispersed seismicity: one occurring near Brava-Fogo islands (last eruption in April 1995), and the other near Santo Antão and São Vicente Islands, near the SW and NW limits of the Cape Verde archipelago. The cluster found in the vicinity of Santo Antão was somewhat unexpected and not previously reported. The correlation with a volcanic origin suggests an on-going growth of the archipelago in the SW direction, associated with volcanic seamounts that are currently being built.
- The crust, the upper mantle and the mantle transition zone (TZ) under the Cape Verde archipelago is being investigated with P and S receiver functions from a few tens of seismograph stations. The results obtained show that the crust is similar to that previously found with the same techniques under the Azores. The upper mantle differs from that under the Azores by a relatively shallow Gutenberg discontinuity, lower S velocity in the mantle lid and a relatively high Vp/Vs velocity ratio.

DEEP STRUCTURE IN SW IBERIA:

- The ongoing work on the investigation of the isotropic structure beneath Iberia by joint inversion of S and P receiver functions was presented at the AGU fall meeting in San Francisco (14-18 December 2010).
- The preliminary tomographic images derived from cross-correlation of about 24 months of ambient seismic noise reveal a good correlation between the main velocity anomalies and the principal geological units on the western Iberian Peninsula. Those results have been presented at the TopoEurope meeting in Oslo (4-7 November 2010).
- The knowledge of the Crust, Lithosphere and Asthenosphere seismic structure beneath W Iberia must be dealt at different scales, each involving different but complementary methods. To achieve that purpose access to high quality seismic data is decisive. Within
FCT project “WILAS – West Iberia Lithosphere and Asthenosphere Structure”, in 2010 a temporary network of nearly 30 VBB/BB stations was deployed, in order to complete the existing coverage provided by the permanent network. This deployment was synchronized with the IBERArray/TOPO-IBERIA project, to achieve a full coverage of the Iberian Peninsula with a roughly 60x60 km BB seismic network.

- In cooperation with GR9 a geophysical modeling of the southern edge of Galicia Bank was made.
- IDL participated in the land acquisition of seismic data in the Brasil Santos basin (SANBA project), in coordination with GR9 (an analogue of Iberian Margin deep structure).

### 6.3.4 Group Productivity

**Publications in peer review Journals**


**Other international publications**


Other national publications


6.4 Coastal Hazards and Warning Systems

6.4.1 Funding

- MAREMOTI MAREgraphy, tsuNaMi observations, mOdeling and vulnerabiliTy studies -2009-2012
- NEAREST –Integrated observations from NEAR shore sourcES of Tsunamis: towards an early warning system FP6
- 2006-2010
- FCT - MorFeed - Morphodynamic feedback of estuarine margins to climate change, 2010-2013
- FCT - 3D MOphodynamic modelling of WAve Dominated Inlets, 2010-2012
- FCT - Sand beach textural and compositional variability as indicator of sedimentary dynamics, 2009-2012
- FCT - Multidisciplinary integrated analysis of the sediment dynamics and fecal contamination in intermittent coastal systems – 2008-2011
- EU - MICORE - Morphological Impacts and COastal Risks induced by Extreme storm events. ENV.2007.1.3.1.1 European Union. Coord Univ. Ferrara - 2008-2011
- Protocol CMC/FCUL - Impact of climate changes in the Cascais administrative region, 2010
- Protocol IH/FCUL - Simple Underwater Renewable generation of Electricity - 2010-2012

6.4.2 Objectives

The main objectives of the group are:

- To develop and demonstrate on-line tools for reliable predictions of the morphological impact of marine storm events in support of civil protection mitigation strategies
- To study the coastal response to projected climate change scenarios, including sea level change and wave climate changes, specially the shifts in the direction of predominant winds;
- To develop innovative observational methods to quantify beach changes at different spatial and temporal scales;

6.4.3 Main Achievements

Development of an operational video monitoring system to evaluate morphological impacts and coastal risk induced by extreme storms;

Understanding long-term evolution and variability of major drivers of coastal change: relative and absolute sea level and wave climate.

Improve the understanding of coastal response to climate variability and projected climate change scenarios at a regional level.
6.4.4 Group Productivity


Other Publications

Baptista, M.A., J.M.Miranda, R. Omira, J. Catalão. Prediction of Tsunami Inundation in the City of Lisbon. session NH21A. Natural Hazards General Contributions

Font, E.,Nascimento, C., Omira, R., Baptista, M.A. and P.M.F Silva. Identification of tsunami-induced deposits using numerical modeling and rock magnetism techniques: A study case of the 1755 Lisbon tsunami in Algarve, Portugal. Session OS31D

Roger, J., M.A. Baptista, D. Mosher, H. Hébert, , A. Sahal. Tsunami Impact on Newfoundland, Canada, due to far-field generated tsunamis. Implications on hazard assessment. 4th Symposium of the Tsunami Society International, Toronto-Canada, July 2010

Baptista M A, Matias L., Carrilho F., Anunziato A., J.M.Miranda, Omira, R. Monitoring, Detecting and Warning of Tsunamis in North East Atlantic area. 4th Symposium of the Tsunami Society International, Toronto-Canada, July 2010


INVITED TALKS


University Ibn Tofail Morocco

Master and Ph.D. thesis completed


**Internationalization**

Baptista, M.A. Tsunami Society Award 2010 – International Tsunami Society

Baptista M.A. Jury member of EUCYS – European Union Contest of Young Scientists 2010

Baptista, M.A. Vice Chair person of the Intergovernmental Coordination Group for the implementation of the NEAMTWS (North East Atlantic & Mediterranean Tsunami Warning System.

Taborda R., Participation in the “Red Iberoamericana en Teledetección Aplicada a la Prevención de Riesgos Geológicos Litorales”.

Taborda R., Cooperation with leading European research teams on coastal hazards within MICORE -EU project - Morphological Impacts and COastal Risks induced by Extreme storm events. ENV.2007.1.3.1.1 European Union.

Taborda R. „Consultant of the project “Determination of morphodynamics and sediment transference mechanisms in beach-dune systems, as well as their variation in the face of different climatic scenarios. Application to the Ebro River deltaic system.” funded by the Spanish “Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación"
6.5 Earth Dynamics

6.5.1 Funding

MEGAHazards, PTDC/CTE-GIX/108149/2008
AMSprogress, PTDC/CTE-GIX/098696/2008
MAREKH, FCT (finish December 2012)
KINEMA, FCT (finish July 2011)
ESONET, NoE, EU (finish March 2011)
EMSO, EU (finish March 2012)

6.5.2 Objectives

The group objectives for 2010 were:

- Completion of the TEAMINT project – this includes all isotopic dating of sampled granites, all AMS of sampled granites and the Foum Zguid dyke, and palaeomagnetism of S. Jorge, Faial and Terceira Islands (Azores).
- Data compilation and analysis, and manuscript writing related to the experimental work carried out in the ETH-Zurich during 2007/2008 by FO Marques.
- Analogue and numerical modeling of large scale tectonics: (i) folding/unfolding of thin elastic cores in a viscous medium; (ii) fold first or fault first in the compressional deformation of the lithosphere (long-term project); (iii) Subduction initiation at passive margins in 2D and 3D (long-term project); (iv) Transform faulting orthogonal to the rift in 3D (long-term project).
- Tectonics, geochemistry, geochronology and characterization of the transcurrent Variscan tectonics in the Iberian Massif.
- Granites dating – we could not finish isotopic dating of granites in 2009 because the lab carrying out dating (Université Paris-Sud) was not allowed to date rock samples by 40Ar/39Ar due to lack of governmental authorization to use radioactive products. This problem should be solved hopefully in 2010.
- Rock rheology – the long-term illness and death of Luigi Burlini in December 2009 greatly delayed publication of the results. Moreover, EBSD to be realized in ETH-Zürich did not work because samples could not be polished properly (technical problems), and part of the EBSD is now being carried out in Prague because the University of Lisbon does not have a Universal stage. This will be addressed during 2010.
- Study of the structure and tectonic mechanisms related with the Azores Triple Junction. With the availability of new information and the integration in the group of Joaquim Luis and Nuno Lourenço, a new effort will be done to address the tectonic modeling of the triple junction.
- Collation of Magnetic data for the Atlantic and derivation of kinematic plate models for the African Plate (up to anomaly 6, related with MAREKH project) and to the Iberian Margin.
Instituto Dom Luiz, Scientific Report 2010

(related with TECTAP project).

- Detailed microstructural study of magnetic fabric development with progressive strain: experimental deformation of calcite in frame of FCT project (Long-term project:).

### 6.5.3 Main Achievements

With regards to the 2010 objectives, the following achievements were reached:

- For the TEAMINT project, granites are still to be dated Ar/Ar; AMS and paleomagnetism are being written.

- Completion of this work is in progress but we are not anticipated that it will be finished in 2011.

- Analogue and numerical modeling of large scale tectonics: (a) Analogue experiments of folding/unfolding are finished and the numerical modeling is planned. (b) Numerical modelling of the compressional deformation of the lithosphere is being done by a MSc student with Boris Kaus (ETH) (c) The subduction initiation at the Brazil margin is to be submitted soon, and 3D modelling of such process is being carried out. (d) A paper on analogue modelling of transform faulting orthogonal to the rift has been submitted.

- On the transcurrent Variscan tectonics in the Iberian Massif: (a) New data from stratigraphic correlation between Cambrian sedimentary and volcanic sequences of the OMZ (northern Gondwana margin) in Portugal and Spain were complemented showing that the Cambrian is represented by a stratigraphic sequence typical of a passive continental margin with important bimodal volcanism. (b) The Variscan deformation has been dated with U-Pb zircon ages (SHRIMP and LA-ICP-MS) obtained from gneisses and granites of the Coimbra-Cordoba shear zone (Portugal). The ages are early Carboniferous and reveal the timing of the ductile deformation in such shear zone that is older than the late Carboniferous Porto-Tomar fault zone. (c) First SHRIMP U-Pb zircon datings in high-pressure gneisses and migmatites of the Coimbra-Cordoba shear zone (Portugal) indicate Early Carboniferous ages.

- Granites dating – Unfortunately the issue encountered in 2010 has only being solved. Now the dating should be completed in 2011.

- Rock rheology – EBSD took much longer than expected, but should be completed in 2011.

- Two new sets of finite rotation models for EU-NA and AF-NA plate pairs were computed for anomalies 2 to 6C. Participation at MomarD (ESONET Demo Mission), with the deployment of a set of Ocean Bottom Seismometers, which will record fracturation in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge associated with hydrothermal activity and inter-segment tectonics.

- Compilation of North Atlantic magnetic data was completed and presented at the AGU Fall Meeting. Iberian magnetic data were completed with the aeromagnetic surveys of Biscay Gulf, made available by A. Galdeano, and a number of marine surveys conducted by Collette, made available by IFREMER.

- The detailed microstructural study of magnetic fabric development with progressive strain is ongoing. Rock magnetic fabrics studies reveal that AMS cannot always be used to infer
magma flow. Host-rock deformation shows how room is made to emplace a thick dyke at depth.

Outside, the objectives that were set for 2010, the following outcomes were generated:

- Torsion deformation of polyphase synthetic aggregates shows the effects of rigid inclusions on rock strength and microstructural evolution. Torsion experiments showed the importance of using polymer jackets when testing soft rocks.
- A 3D numerical study on the stability of mantle plumes has been completed. A paper was published in 2011.
- A laboratory designed for the study of high-Reynolds-number particulate gravity currents has been set up.
- Field work in calcite shear zone (Estremoz) and salt structures (Loule); treatment of the samples (microscopy, AMS, magnetic mineralogy); preparation + analysis of the experimental materials; analysis of the porphyric calcite (AMS, EBSD, universal stage).
- Study of significance of magnetic fabric in igneous complexes in Neoproterozoic orogen, Namibia including AMS and magnetic mineralogy and microstructures
- Study of tsunami sources in SW Iberia: As partner of TRANSFER European project, final results considering tsunami inundation modeling in the city of Huelva were published, as well as a revision of tsunami sources if SW Iberia (contribution to EMSO-ESONET projects).
- A new course called Tectonophysics was initiated in the Geophysics MSc. Course (DEGGE, FCUL). The course includes numerical and analytical modelling of geological processes. J.M. Miranda, C. Mériaux and F.O. Marques were in charge of the lectures and practical classes (October-December 2010).

### 6.5.4 Group Productivity


13) Omira, R; Baptista, MA; Miranda, JM; Toto, E; Catita, C; Catalao, J. (2010) Tsunami vulnerability assessment of Casablanca-Morocco using numerical modelling and GIS tools. Natural Hazards, 54, 1, 75-95.


Organization of conferences

The International Conference GeoMod2010 (Modelling in Geosciences) in the Faculty of Sciences, University of Lisbon, was held in September 2010.

Internationalization

- ETH-Zurich (Switzerland), PGP-Oslo (Norway), IPGP-Paris (France), NRIAG-Cairo (Egypt), UFRN-Natal (Brazil).
- Active collaboration with GPI (Prague) and Agico (Brno) in terms of environmental tasks and fundamental fabric analysis. Collaboration with ETH in terms of deformational experiments (sample preparation etc). A new collaboration with the GFZ institute in Potsdam in terms of deformation experiments.
6.6 Atmospheric and Climate Modeling

6.6.1 Funding

In 2010, the following contracts were active:

Led by IDL:

FCT project AMIC (2010-2012), 170k€, a collaboration with RG10 and the University of Porto, University of Azores and the Institute of Meteorology, on climate change in Iberia and the Azores Islands, including its impacts on the Energy sector.

FCT Project Re-WRITE (2009-2011), 118k, a collaboration with the Univ Evora and the Institute of Meteorology on regional climate.

FCT Project AWARE (2008-2010), 60k€, a collaboration with the Univ Algarve, on orographic meteorology.

Contract with the Institute of Meteorology, funded by CECAC (The Portuguese government Climate Change Commission) to support Climate Change studies with the EC-Earth Model, about 100k€/year (2010-2013), IDL receives 40%. Some of the funds are used to contribute to EC-Earth support in Reading.

Participations in projects led by other Institutions:

FCT Project Pinus (2010-12), a collaboration with the Institute of Agronomy on climate change impacts on Pinus trees, about 20k€ for IDL.

FCT Project FutureOliv (2010-12), a collaboration with the Institute of Agronomy on climate change impacts on Olive trees, about 15k€ for IDL.

6.6.2 Objectives

The Atmospheric and Climate Modelling (ACM) Group was established as a process study group, addressing problems in dynamical meteorology, such as gravity wave drag and turbulence. In recent years, ACM has evolved also towards more applied research based on numerical models, namely in applications related with climate change. The ACM group has a well-established collaboration with the Land-Climate group on surface processes, and with the Climatology group. A new collaboration with the group on Earth Observation is being built, concerning the use of atmospheric data for image processing and also GPS data for meteorology. Output from such collaborations is expected in the following years.

The main current objectives of the group are the following:

- Contribute to the development of the EC-Earth Earth system model, both in terms of basic code development and by the preparation of simulations for the EC-Earth ensemble to be submitted to IPCC-AR5;

- Establish a capability for Regional Climate Modeling of the Portuguese region, including the Portuguese Islands of Azores and Madeira, based on experience gathered by the Group in day-to-day numerical weather prediction (www.weather.ul.pt); the possibility of extending that capability to Portuguese-speaking African countries will be envisaged;
• Develop know-how in atmosphere-ocean modelling, namely in relation with regional climate issues;
• Maintain some capabilities in more focused, process-based, studies, namely in atmospheric boundary layer, turbulence and orographic processes.

6.6.3 Main Achievements

EC-EARTH MODEL DEVELOPMENT. The EC-Earth model went into "production" phase. Early results (Hazeleger et al 2010) indicated promising performance in key areas. One important IDL development, the new ECMWF H-TESSEL snow scheme (Dutra et al 2010a), was included in EC-Earth. Another development, the inclusion of a lake model done also in collaboration with ECMWF and with D Mironov from DWD and V Stepanenko from Univ Moscow (Dutra et al 2010b, Balsamo et al 2010) was also published, and may be considered for a future EC-Earth release. Further developments of the snow model, namely a multi-layer version, and sensitivity tests, have also been performed and will lead to publications in 2011.

REGIONAL CLIMATE MODELLING. After 3 years of tests as a NWP displayed in the IDL web site (weather.ul.pt) , WRF was set up as a regional climate model and the first 20 year run at high climate resolution (9km for an extended Iberian area) was performed successfully, occupying the cluster for more than 6 months. Results look very promising and are currently being analyzed.

BOUNDARY LAYER STUDIES. The collaboration with J Teixeira at NASA/JPL, was actively pursued, leading to a first joint publication on the performance of the new remote sensing platforms in the retrieving of boundary layer profiles during the RICO experiment (Martins et al 2010). In another collaboration with researchers from Brazil, P Soares used the DALES LES mode to characterize boundary layer structures relevant for dispersion (Moreira et al 2010).

ATMOSPHERE OCEAN MODELLING. New results on basic ocean dynamics, concerning Langmuir circulations were published (Teixeira and Belcher 2010), continuing earlier research by M Teixeira. First results from the LASIE experiment, concerning atmosphere-ocean interaction in the Mediterranean were published (Sempreviva et al 2010). Work by J Alves, a PhD student from the group, was included in a paper on regional oceanography offshore the Portuguese Coast (Carton et al 2010).

OTHER RESULTS. J Martins co-authored a paper with colleagues from Physics on a curious topic: Rossby waves in a Bose Einstein condensate (Terças et al 2010). G King co-authored a paper on analogue flow modelling (Keane et al 2010). M Brito co-authored two papers on applications of solar energy.

6.6.4 Group Productivity

Publications in peer review Journals


Other international publications

Book chapter:


Conferences:


10. King GP (2010), Signatures of upscale and downscale energy cascades in QuikSCAT winds over the equatorial Pacific, Invited, AGU Fall Meeting.


**Industry contract research**

A contract with the wind energy sector was concluded in 2010 and led to a small spin-off company, integrating the University of Lisbon (through ICAT) and the University of Porto (through INEGI and INESC-Porto).

**Internationalization**

IDL has kept a very active role in the EC-Earth climate modelling consortium. A collaborative paper by EC-Earth (Hazeleger et al 2010) was published in the Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society.

The following ACM PhD students were involved in relevant international collaborations:

- Emanuel Dutra spent 6 months at ETH-Zurich, with Christoph Schaer, working on surface processes.
- Miguel Nogueira spent 9 month at Duke University, USA, with Ana Barros, working orographic precipitation.
- João Martins spent 4 months at NASA/JPL (Caltech), with João Teixeira, working on boundary layer clouds.
- José Alves spent 2 months at USGS, with John Warner, working on coupled atmosphere ocean modelling (WRF+ROMS).

**Government/Organization contract research**

A contract between IDL and the Institute of Meteorology, funded by the Portuguese government through CECAC (Climate Change Commission), aims to support the climate change impact community by the release of regional scenarios. This contract is supporting the Portuguese participation in EC-Earth, and will lead to the release of output from EC-Earth and from the Regional Model, obtained mainly within Project AMIC. The first annual report was issued in 2010, and others will be prepared every year until 2012.
6.7 Earth Observation and Space Geodesy

6.7.1 Funding

"COASTALT" - Development of Radar Altimetry Data Processing in the Coastal Zone. ESA (European Space Agency), 9.1k €, 2010-2011.

“SHA-AZORES” - Seismic Hazard Assessment in the AZORES through neotectonics and paleoseismology studies. Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (PTDC/CTE-GIX/108637/2008), 90k €, 2010-2012

"CV-PLUME" - An investigation on the geometry and deep signature of the Cape Verde mantle plume. Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (PTDC/CTE-GIN/64330/2006), 200k €

“MICORE” - Morphological Impacts and COastal Risks induced by Extreme storm events. Grant agreement no.: 202798, Seventh Framework programme THEME ENVIRONMENT Version: 7 March 2008 Grant agreement for: CollaborativeProject (small or medium scale focused research project), 3.4M €, 2008-2011

“MAPRISK” - Metodologias de Avaliação da Perigosidade e Risco de movimentos de vertente no âmbito dos planos municipais de ordenamento do território. Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (PTDC/GEO/68227/2006), 200k €

6.7.2 Objectives

Earth observation and particularly space geodesy give direct access to morphological changes at earth’s surface, which can be described as a function of time. The group combines the expertise of a number of survey engineers in both conventional and modern techniques, and aims to integrate land and space-based approaches in earth science studies.

6.7.3 Main Achievements

EXTREME SEA-LEVELS: development of a new methodology for the analysis of extreme sea-levels from tide gauge records based on the joint application of extreme value theory and time series clustering (Scotto et al., 2010).

ENVISAT ALTIMETRY PRODUCTS: preliminary testing in the west Iberia margin of the new ESA experimental 18 Hz coastal altimetry product COASTALT

GPS DATA PROCESSING: Full reprocessing of GPS data (global and regional sites from Portuguese SERVIR and REPRAA networks) using a consistent set of models, orbits and coordinates for the period 1998-2010.

GPS METEOROLOGY: A methodology was developed to study the statistical properties of spatial and temporal distribution of tropospheric Precipitable Water (PW) density. The methodology relies on the merging of GPS and InSAR measurements and on forecasts of a Numerical Weather Model (WRF). This methodology could be used to mitigate atmospheric artifacts in geodesic applications of SAR interferometry (Fernandes et al., 2010).

IMPLEMENTATION OF AFREF: We conducted a series of preliminary regional studies (Nigeria, Arabia, Jatau et al., 2010; Al-Sahhaf et al., 2010). In cooperation with DLR we conducted a series of long GPS profiles across Africa and Arabia to support the calibration of TanDEM-X.
PS-InSAR TECHNIQUES FOR GEO-HAZARDS ASSESSMENT. Two targets were defined to develop the use of PS-InSAR techniques with very positive results: the Azores volcanic islands, where there is geological evidence of significant mass waste (Catalão et al., 2010); and the area north of Lisbon, where large landslides do occur (Nico et al., 2010).

DETAILED TOPO-BATHYMETRY STUDIES FOR TSUNAMI MODELLING: In cooperation with GR3, a series of regional studies were made to compute homogeneous topo-bathymetric descriptions needed to develop tsunami modeling studies (Lima et al., 2010; Omira et al. 2010).

COAST-LINE STUDIES: Preliminary studies were conducted on the combination of SAR imagery for coastline detection, an important target in forthcoming years.

### 6.7.4 Group Productivity

**Publications in peer review Journals**


**Other international publications**


Other national publications

Organization of conferences

- Data Analysis and Modeling in Earth Sciences DAMES'2010, 22 - 24 September 2010, University of Lisbon, IDL
- EGU 2010: NP4.1 Open Session on Geoscientific Time Series Analysis (co-convener)

Internationalization

Short-term visiting scientists:

- Dr Mikhail Karpytchev, Université La Rochelle, France, visited IDL for scientific cooperation in June 2010 and November 2010
- Prof Didier Dacunha Castelle, Université Paris-Sud, France, visited IDL for scientific cooperation in May 2010

Invited seminar on “Seasonality in a global warming context” Journées thématiques : Statistiques et changement climatique, Université Paris-Sud, January 2010

Post-graduate short-course on “Seasonality and trend detection conundrums for environmental variables”, Instituto Hidrografico Cantabria, Spain, 14-18 June 2010

Post-graduate short course in Data Analysis in Earth Sciences, 20 - 21 September 2010, University of Lisbon, IDL

NIGNET, Nigerian GNSS Network, to implement the new reference network for Nigeria in collaboration with OSGoF (Office of Survey General of Federation of Nigeria) by establishing a network of 9 GNSS CORS systems and the Centre of Control and Analysis.

REPANGO, Rede Permanente de Angola, to implement the new reference network for Angola in collaboration with IGCA (Instituto Geográfico e Cadastral de Angola) by establishing a network of 18 GNSS CORS systems and the Centre of Control and Analysis.

Project TandemX-Arabia, an international cooperation with DLR (Deutschen Zentrums für Luft- und Raumfahrt ), the German Space Agency, to measure one GNSS kinematic track in Arabia (Bahrein - Jeddah).

Institute for Space Sciences, ICE/CSIC, Barcelona, Spain, The Canary GNSS Centre, Canarias
6.8 Seismic and Volcanic Hazards

6.8.1 Funding
Portugal-Spain Bilateral coop. E-22/09, 2009-2010. CRUP, MEC Spain, 2 k€
Res. Prog. IEC, Spain. PT2008-S0201-BARTOMEU01. 2008-2010. 5 k€
DGI/MCI, Spain. CGL2008-01830. 2008-2010 25 k€
EVENT, Project CGL2006-12861-C02-02, MEC Spain, 2006-2010.
Scientific and Technological Cooperation FCT/CSIC, Proc 441.00 CSIC. 2010/2011, 3 k€
Contribution to NERIES Archive of Historical Earthquake Data. Agreement INGV-MI / UL, IDL. 2010, 10 k€
Project CGL2008-03463. MCI, Spain. 2009-2011. 10 k€
NERIES JRA4 Geotechnical Site characterization (RII3-CT-2006-026130), EU, ORFEUS. 30 k€
PALEOSISPOR, project PTDC/CTE-GIN/66283/2006. FCT. 2009-2011. 20 k€
SHA-AZORES, project PTDC/CTE-GIX/108637/2008, 2010-2012. 30 k€
PLUME, project PTDC/CTE-GIN/64330/2006. 2007-2011, 20 k€
FREEROCK, project PTDC/CTE-GIX/100687/2008, 2009-2012. 20 k€
GeoSIS-Lx, project PTDC/ECM/64167/2006. FCT. 2007-2011. 43 k€
Project LISBOA-02-3207-FEDER-000044, CCDR LVT, Programa QREN-PORL, 2010-2011. 107 k€
NEFITAG, project PTDC/CTE-GIX/102245/2008. FCT. 2010-2013. 20k€.

6.8.2 Objectives
The Research Group addresses the characterization of seismotectonics, volcanic and related hazards in areas with distinct geodynamic settings, with emphasis on the Portuguese mainland territory (W Iberia margin) and the Ibero-Maghrebian diffuse transpressive plate boundary between Nubia and Iberia, the Azores archipelago, on a triple junction setting, and other Macaronesian volcanic archipelagos (Madeira, Cape Verde, Canary islands) located in oceanic intraplate domain. Other active tectonic study areas are envisaged, as the Alboran and other Mediterranean domains, and Central America.

The main objectives of the group are:

• to constrain the seismogenic potential of active faults in the study regions and characterize their seismic cycle using modern techniques in Active Tectonics and Paleoseismology, for providing a complementary earthquake data set to complete the historical and instrumental earthquake catalogues using the geological information;
• to predict ground motions due to strong earthquakes and the potential damage on built structures, based on the seismic attenuation laws, physical characterization of the shallower geological formations, identification of potential site effects, and buildings response, in order to develop seismic scenarios for urban areas;
• to characterize vertical motions of the crust in the Plio-Quaternary, based upon geological and geomorphologic references as proxies of land uplift, for building a comprehensive regional neotectonic evolution, particularly in the West-Iberia Atlantic margin and the Atlantic islands;

• to characterize volcanotectonics, volcanostratigraphy and volcanic related hazards of the Macaronesia (Azores, Madeira, Canary and Cape Verde archipelagos) in the regional geodynamic framework;

• to search for evidences of past and of potential or nucleating collapses of volcanic edifices, as potential sources for major tsunamis, and search for evidences of correlative tsunamites and their characterization;

• to continue developing a complete seismotectonic and volcanotectonic database for the National and European scientific community, local authorities, land-use planners, and Civil Protection agents, to assure reliable assessment of regional seismic and volcanic hazards.

6.8.3 Main Achievements

ACTIVE TECTONICS AND PALEOSEISMOLOGY STUDIES in S Portugal; one more trench was opened on the S. Marcos-Quarteira fault system; geoelectrical tomography and GPR exploration were performed for selection of other trenching sites; further fault reconnaissance and characterization of raised marine terraces were performed. Studies were also focused on other structures: the Vilarinha fault, where two trenches were opened, and the Segura, Messejana and Vidigueira-Moura (Central and SE Portugal) faults; characterization and sampling for OSL dating of the Guadiana River terraces near the Vidigueira-Moura fault were performed. Morphotectonic study of the western mountain front of Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta in NE Colombia was started, in cooperation with researchers from INVEMAR (Colombia), to determine Quaternary activity and select paleoseismological study sites. One team member participated in EVENT-DEEP oceanographic campaign in the Alboran Sea, with acquisition of seismic reflection data, and interpretation of seismic reflection profiles in the “Bajo Segura” fault zone (NE East Betic Shear Zone, Spain) continued, for searching offshore Iberia active structures;

Cooperation with FP7 SHARE European project continued, with insertion of data from the GIS PORTUGUESE SEISMOTECTONICS DATABASE, developed by IDL, into the SHARE database. Insertion of the IDL database into the Quaternary Active Faults Database of Iberia (coordinated by IGME, Spain) was started.

NEOTECTONIC STUDIES OF THE AZORES continued in S. Miguel and in Santa Maria (raised marine terraces) islands; paleoseismological trenching was performed in S. Jorge island, and a GPS monitoring campaign was accomplished. Concerning CHARACTERIZATION OF VOLCANOTECTONICS, VOLCANOSTRATIGRAPHY AND VOLCANIC HAZARD OF THE MACARONESIAN ARCHIPELAGOS, team members participated in field campaigns in the Grã Canaria, Tenerife, and Maio (Cape Verde) islands for studying probable tsunamites sediments.

Fieldwork and definition of geological frameworks continued for identification and characterization of the most representative Madeira Island and Mainland Portugal geosites, for the REGIONAL AND THE NATIONAL GEOLOGIC HERITAGE INVENTORY;
Office design and edition of the GEOLOGIC MAP OF MADEIRA ISLAND (2 sheets, 1:50.000 scale) for Secretaria Regional do Ambiente e Recursos Naturais (Madeira) was concluded; Art Work was made in the IGeoE and the map is presently in print. Digitalization of the GEOLOGICAL MAP OF FOGO ISLAND (Cape Verde), 1:50,000 scale, was performed.

Concerning SEISMIC HAZARD STUDIES, damage scenarios for Lisbon were performed considering a simple level 1 approach. Infill deposits of downtown Lisbon were characterized for microzonation purposes. Compilation of all results on site characterization obtained during NERIES project (JRA4 activity) were presented at a national meeting (Sísmica2010). A first estimation of Vs30 values at national level (Portugal mainland) was performed based on surface geology information, and results were used on shakemaps generation produced by Institute of Meteorology. VS30 values were estimated for the Lower Tagus Valley region in more detail. Obtained shakemaps were compared with the macroseismic field of the 1909 Benavente earthquake. Estimation of Vs30 values at a town level was also performed, selecting downtown Lisbon as pilot zone, and the results were presented in two international meetings (ESC, Monpellier, and AGU, San Francisco). Less detailed studies were performed for the Algarve region and Ponta Delgada (Azores, São Miguel Island).

REVISON OF HISTORICAL AND INSTRUMENTAL SEISMICITY continued for assessing seismic hazard in Lisbon. There was cooperation with FP7 SHARE European project on the subject of the Iberian historical seismicity; location of several Portuguese earthquakes was revised. Records of the Alicante and Murcia earthquakes of September 1919 were digitalized and a preliminary study was performed. Data concerning the 19 November 1923 earthquake in the Aran Valley (central Pyrenees) is being compiled to study this event.

COOPERATION WITH OTHER RG: Work was accomplished in cooperation with Research Groups RG-LVT-50019-3386 (geophysical prospecting of active faults), RG-LVT-50019-3388 (active faults and the seismicity database for the Portuguese territory; GIS Seismotectonics Database), RG-LVT-50019-3389 (analogue modeling of active faulting), and RG-LVT-50019-3429 (active tectonics characterization through the use of space-geodetic techniques for geodynamics studies).

6.8.4 Group Productivity

Publications in peer review Journals


Other international publications


Other national publications


**Organization of conferences**

1. Batlló, J., Member of the Scientific Committee of Applied History: Climas e Sismos, Universidade de Évora, Évora, Portugal, 2010-06-08.

2. Ferrari, G. and Batlló, J., Co-conveners of session ES4 “Methods and data for the study of events recorded on pre-WWSSN historical seismograms”, XXXII General Assembly of the European Seismological Commission, Montpellier (France), 6-10 September 2010.

3. Albini, P.; Scotti, O.; Rovida, A. and Batlló, J., Co-conveners of session SD4 “Compiling the earthquake history of the European Mediterranean area”, XXXII General Assembly of the European Seismological Commission, Montpellier (France), 6-10 September 2010.


5. Batlló, J., Member of the Organizing Committee of XVI Jornades de Meteorología Eduard Fontserè. Barcelona, Spain, 27 November 2010.


7. Cabral, J., Dias, R.P. and Ressurreição, R., Leaders of Post-Meeting Field Trip, 1st SHARE IBERIA Workshop on Seismogenic Sources, Olhão, Portugal, January 14-16, 2010, FP7 Project SHARE

**Internationalization**

The Research Group maintains a high level of international cooperation in the fields of seismic risk, active tectonics, paleoseismology and volcanology. It is an active partner of NERIES European initiative (P Costa, J. Batlló). The Group maintains close links with the Moroccan scientific community (Marrakech University) (J. Madeira) and the S. Diego State University (California, USA) (J. Cabral), mainly through co-supervision of post-graduate students, and with
Spanish researchers (from Madrid Complutense University, Barcelona University, IGME, and CSIC) (J. Cabral, H. Perea, A. Brum da Silveira and J. Batlló) and Colombian researchers (from INVEMAR) (H. Perea), through co-participation in research projects. Cooperation with FP7 SHARE – Seismic Hazard Harmonization in Europe, continued, aiming at providing a seismic hazard model for the Euro-Mediterranean region and establish new standards in Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment practice. Collaboration in the construction of the Quaternary Active Faults Database of Iberia (coordinated by IGME, Spain) was started.
6.9 Sedimentary Basins

6.9.1 Funding
Participation in EC research projects

NEAREST - Budget, 87K€ - Funded by the European Comission-01-10-06.

ESF-EUROMARGINS MVSEIS - Funded by the European Science Foundation.

ESF-EUROMARGIN TOPOMED - 63K€ - 15-09-2008 - Funded by the European Science Foundation.

SANBA Project – Petrobras – Ifremer – IDL – IUEM – 16-12-2009 – 360 k€

Participation in National research projects

ALMOND - (PTDC/CTE-GIN/71862/2006 - 50K€ - 01-01-2008

HOLOCLIMA - PTDC/CTE-GEX/71298/2006. 120K€ - 2006


6.9.2 Objectives

Sedimentary Basins are key areas to investigate the complex interplay of the processes that govern the evolution of the Earth. Besides the surface geological manifestations of the shallow Earth dynamics (e.g. subsidence and sediment loading, faulting of the rigid upper crust and syn-sedimentary tectonics, sedimentary deposition, erosion, eustasy), the processes controlling the formation and evolution of sedimentary basins are also critically linked to the internal dynamics of our planet. Although much progress has been achieved over the last three decades in understanding the deformation, and in particular the kinematics of continental lithosphere, it is generally acknowledged by the Earth Science community that state of the art knowledge on the physics of continental lithosphere deformation is still far from comprehensive, namely with respect to processes occurring at the middle/lower crust and within the underlying asthenospheric mantle.

Although most of our studies can be considered as fundamental research, focusing up to date topics, which are of general interest to the scientific community, the research on Sedimentary Basins, and Passive Continental Margins in particular, is of enormous interest to the society in general. First, because a large proportion of the Earth’s recoverable natural resources are concentrated in basins and continental margins (e.g. oil exploration/exploitation, fish resources, ores exploration/exploitation, methane fluxes...). And secondly, because margins are highly populated areas, which are particularly exposed to a number geological and associated environmental hazards, such as large mass wasting events, earthquakes and tsunami, and pollution related to hydrocarbon exploration and transport.

The research in the group has covered several inter-related topics, including: (i) source to sink sedimentary processes; (ii) rifting dynamics, from the convecting mantle to Earth surface; (iii) structural and stratigraphic analysis at different scales, (iv) lithospheric plate kinematics; and
(v) rock kinematics using magnetic fabrics. Importantly, the group expertises, which combine analogue and numerical modelling techniques, field geology and offshore geophysics, which allows for an interdisciplinary approach for the studied issues.

One of the strengths of the group is the interdisciplinary approach, benefiting from the combined methodologies and existent expertises, to address the complexity of scientific problems concerning the formation and evolution of sedimentary basins and the mechanisms of rifting in general (e.g. wide-angle and multi-channel seismic processing and interpretation, sequence stratigraphy, large-scale kinematic reconstructions, analogue and numerical modeling, potential field analysis and modelling, geomorphology and structural geology). We added in 2011, a new exciting branch on organic matter diagenesis (i.e., hydrocarbon formation and degradation) with the integration of M. Nuzzo.

6.9.3 Main Achievements

WEST IBERIAN MARGIN: POGM have been applied along the conjugate margins of West Iberia and Newfoundland, to recover the geometry of the rift margin and put constraints on the long-term mechanical structure and thermal evolution of the lithosphere. In parallel, a new numerical modelling approach was used to investigate the mechanisms that control conjugate margins asymmetries and explain the overall geometry, subsidence history and thermal evolution. We used analogue modeling to study the passive behaviour of faults (and other tabular anisotropies) lying in the hanging wall of reverse-reactivated normal faults of variable geometry (in collab. with RG8) and propagation of extension along a rifted margin, as a function of a varying crustal rheological stratigraphy. One paper is in preparation. A detailed shallow velocity model for IAM6 profile was obtained from first arrival tomography applied to shot gather records. Several tests on merging the shallow tomographic and deep wide-angle models were performed to further obtain a pre-stack depth migrated section. The re-evaluation of wide-angle velocity models and MCS interpretation is on-going. Four papers were published.

MEDITERRANEAN MARGINS: in order to study the structure of the two young pair of margins: the Gulf of Lion and Sardinian margins, we characterized the nature of the crust, using wide-angle modelling, in continent–ocean transition zone. Two papers are in preparation.

BRAZILIAN MARGIN: we modelled the initial evolution of the entire South Atlantic Ocean using kinematic plate modelling. We detailed also the evolution of the Santos basin using kinematic plate modelling and the SanBa seismic experiment, which started the 14th Dec. 2010 will allow us to confirm these hypothesis by determining the nature of the crust, using wide-angle modelling. Using a dataset provided by GALP we implemented a methodology to generate 3D-DFN models of fractured oil fields. Our contribution was to simulate the density and orientation of small scale faults that remain undetected in seismic surveys. The numerical models provide a spatial distribution of predicted sub-seismic fault density and orientation.

GULF OF CADIZ (GC) (1 paper): New results on the seismicity of the GC are presented based on the passive seismic data acquired, during 1 year, by 24 OBS and a seafloor multi-parametric station GEOSTAR (Nearest Project). These new knowledge will improve the understanding of the relationship between the morphology in this area and the rheological behavior of the crust and the mantle, to realize a detailed classification of seismogenic structures. We worked on
the development of fully 3D numerical models of the stress field in the GC, that allow us to explore the local effects of topographic and bending stresses and to quantify its impact on the overall stress pattern dominated by the Eurasia-Africa convergence. The models are used to discriminate the variation of stress with depth and to evaluate the relative contribution of regional plate tectonic and local processes. Two papers were submitted regarding previously analogue modelling in the GC, focusing on the tectonic interference between major (SWIM) strike-slip faults and; a) the Horseshoe Thrust Fault; b) The GC Accretionary Wedge.

CONSTRAINS ON THE RECURRENCE PERIODS OF LARGE EARTHQUAKES: We used a thin-shell numerical approximation to model the neotectonics of the GC and SW Iberia Margin and to put constraints on the recurrence periods of large earthquakes and tsunamis. Different plate boundary conditions and fault networks have been tested and the results compared with the seismic strain, GPS observations and stress data. Our preferred tectonic model corresponds to minimum return periods of ~1000 yr, 3500 yr and 10000 yr for an earthquake of Mw 7, 8 and 8.7, respectively. 1 paper was submitted.

MORPHOSTRUCTURAL STUDIES: Multibeam swath bathymetry data from the NW part of the GC revealed the existence of several intriguing kilometric crescentic depressions, never before reported to occur at such great depths. The coupled analysis of the bathymetry and seismic reflection profiles showed that these features were formed due to the interaction of active tectonic thrusting and turbidity currents.

6.9.4 Group Productivity

Publications in peer review Journals


Other international publications


Abstracts


Other national publications


1. Extended Abstracts


Instituto Dom Luiz, Scientific Report 2010


Ph.D. thesis completed

Rui Miranda, Petrogenesis and Geochronology of the Late Cretaceous alkaline magmatism in the West Iberian Margin, 3 dec. 2009. (Directors: J. Mata & P. Terrinha)

Industry contract research

A/ Contract between Petrobras (Brasil) – Ifremer - IUEM (France) - IDL and Univ. of Brasilia (360 k€)


2) In the scope of the presence of Petrobras at the international conference (Ile Central and North Atlantic Conjugate Margins Conference), Petrobras wanted to meet IDL researchers. We organised a meeting, with A. Viana (Responsible of PROFEX program (Technological Program for Exploration Frontiers) at Petrobras) and M. Miranda, P. Terrinha, F. Santos, E. Font, P. Silva, C. Meriaux, F. Ornelas and F. Rosas.


B/ Contract with GALP (Portugal)

1) The Subsalt project (PI: J.Carvalho - LNEG) was signed in 19/07/2010.

This proposal includes a strong knowledge transfer on seismic interferometry, including the promotion of a short course on this topic to be held in Lisbon (Feb. 2011). The project foresee a close collaboration with Deyan Draganov - Univ of Delft

2) The Modelling and characterization of fractures reservoirs project (PI: José António Almeida - CICEGe/FCT-UNL) was signed .

C/ Contact with GDF-Suez (France), for a proposal of seismic experiment on the Equatorial margins, in collaboration with Petrobras, Ifremer, Geosciences Rennes, IUEM, NGU and IDL.


Internationalization

Cooperation with other researchers from France (Géosciences Rennes: TOPOAFRICA project, IUEM : SanBa project & ALMOND project, Montpellier: ALMOND project),
Italy (SMAR-CNR : TOPOMED, NEAREST projects)
Germany (AWI - BGR: MoBaMaSis project, Geomar: TECTAP project),
Holland (Univ of Delft: GALP Subsalt Proposal),
Denmark (Univ. Aarhus),
Spain (Univ. Barcelona: TOPOMED, NEAREST projects)
and Brazil (UERJ: Monica Heilbron, Univ. de Brasilia : José Soares: SANBA project), ...

**Government/Organization contract research**

Cooperation protocol between Instituto Dom Luiz (IDL) and the Estrutura de Missão para a Extensão da Plataforma Continental (EMEPC)

EMEPC is partner on the FCT project SWIMGLO (PI: P. Terrinha).
6.10 Land Climate Interaction

6.10.1 Funding

The following contracts were valid during the year 2010:

1. Land SAF CDOP - Land Surface Analysis Satellite Applications Facility, funded by EUMETSAT, 2007-2012, €2500k
2. AMIC, 2010-2012, PTDC/AAC-CLI/109030/2008, funded by FCT, €170k
3. REWRITE, 2009-2011, PTDC/CLI/73814/2006, funded by FCT, €120k
4. FLAIR, FCT, PTDC/AAC-AMB/104702/2008, 2010-2012, funded by FCT, €106k
5. Determinação do forçamento radiativo devido à absorção da luz por aerossóis atmosféricos, E-99/09, 2009-2010, funded by Acções Integradas Luso-Espanholas - 2009, €7k
6. Geoland-2 , funded by EU FP7, 2008-2012, €930k
7. WATCH, funded by EU FP6, 2007-2011, €160k
8. FUME, funded by EU FP7, 2010-2014, €181k
10. Redes de medida a largo plazo de aerosoles, ozono y radiacion solar y UV. Enfasis en las metodologías de calibración y validación (Red-CAL),
11. Organizacion de congreso cientifico: 37 AMASOM, 2010-2011, CGL2010-09016-E, €8k

6.10.2 Objectives

This group aims to advance the understanding of the co-variability of land surface and climate, in regional, continental and global scales. A variety of approaches is used, ranging from numerical modelling to remote sensing observations. The group contributes to the study of physical processes at the interface surface-vegetation-atmosphere, the development of numerical modelling, data assimilation methods, and remote sensing estimates of surface related parameters and links to climate and climate variability. This work, performed in close cooperation with the Atmospheric and Climate Modelling Group, is based on close collaboration with ECMWF and an active participation in the EC-EARTH consortium for climate modelling. Land surface models need global data for forcing and validation, provided by a combination of bias-corrected reanalysis data and remote sensing estimates of key aspects of the surface energy, water and carbon budget. Remote sensing activities are mostly shaped by the leadership of the Land Surface Analysis (LSA) SAF consortium, based on collaboration with EUMETSAT and EC-funded GMES land research, and in collaboration with the Climatology and Climate Change Group.

The main objectives of the group are:

- To study hydrological as well as related atmospheric problems on time scales ranging from the diurnal cycle to seasonal, interannual, decadal fluctuations and climate. Developed
models and analysis addresses a range of spatial scales, from the mesoscale to regional, synoptic and continental scales.

- To study cold processes hydrology (seasonal snow) and lakes for process modelling, design and test of land surface parameterization schemes. This is done in close collaboration with RG6 on Atmospheric and Climate modelling.

- Development of global forcing data for the XX and XXI century, based on a merge of reanalysis data, bias corrected by observations, and remote sensing data. Such data is used to force land surface models in order to characterize large-scale hydrology of the XX and XXI century.

- Exploit remote sensing data to derive land surface variables relevant to surface and atmospheric models. To develop and validate algorithms that can be used to provide a reliable service of near real time and climate products covering the surface radiative balance, evaporation, vegetation properties, carbon emission by forest fires, and fire disturbances. Geographical area of interest ranges from the MSG disk to the globe. To strengthen the link with RG1 Climate and Climate Change Group on the interplay between land surface disturbances (e.g., drought, fire disturbances) and climate variability, in particular the large scale circulation regimes.

- To understand and quantify the physiologic and phenotypic plasticity of Mediterranean vegetation to climate change from the leaf to the ecosystem scale to provide validation databases for plant-soil-atmosphere modelling (HTESSEL, CTESSEL).

- To develop instrumentation to measure, in situ, the optical properties of atmospheric aerosols and estimate the contribution of aerosols to the radiative forcing.

### 6.10.3 Main Achievements

**REPRESENTATION OF SURFACE PROCESSES IN CLIMATE/EARTH-SYSTEM MODELS:** A comprehensive effort to produce a new snow parameterization scheme for the EC-EARTH model, STESSEL, including its validation was done as part of the PhD Project of E. Dutra (2008-2011), and in collaboration with G. Balsamo (ECMWF) and C. Schaer (ETH, Zurich). One paper was published and 3 other papers are ready to be submitted. Work done in collaboration with the Atmospheric and Climate Modelling Group.

**PRODUCTION OF SCENARIOS FOR EC-EARTH:** EC-EARTH model integrations for current and future climate started, following the CMIP5 protocol and due to be included in the next IPCC AR5 review. 2 realizations of the model (starting with different pre-industrial initial conditions) will be produced by the group. A paper describing the EC-EARTH model was published. The very large volume computer integrations programme will continue into 2011. Work done in collaboration with the Atmospheric and Climate Modelling Group.

**DEVELOPMENT OF FORCING DATA FOR HYDROLOGICAL MODELLING FOR THE XX AND XXI CENTURY:** Results presented here are part of the PhD Project of S. Gomes (2008-2012), developed in the context of the EU Project WATCH. Methods for time stochastic and deterministic disaggregation of forcing from daily to hourly have been validated, using a large ensemble of 20-year model integrations, with alternative forcing data. The integrations
covering the XX and XXI century were performed and are currently under scrutiny. One paper published and 2 papers accepted for publication.

FIRE DETECTION AND MONITORING AND BURNT AREA: Algorithms for fire detection and burnt area were developed and validated as part of the PhD work of Renata Libonati (FCT Grant No. SFRH/BD/21650/2005) and Malik Amraoui (FCT Grant No. SFRH/BD/36964/2007). The fire detection and monitoring is currently used in the LSA SAF production chain.

PREPARATION OF THE NEXT 5 YEAR PHASE OF THE LSA SAF, 2012-2017: New partners, new and broader services, and a special focus on the next generation geostationary EUMETSAT satellite series, MTG, with richer spectral, spatial and temporal information. Use of additional sensors, e.g. on SENTINEL-3 platform, is foreseen.

PREPARATION OF THE FUTURE GMES LAND GLOBAL SERVICE: This is part of the collaborative work with IM, as a future spin-off from activities in LSA SAF and geoland-2 consortia. IM managed to produce global data (60 N-60 S) for downward SW and LW radiation fluxes and Land Surface Temperature. Further work was done with the EC and EUMETSAT to define the contents of the future GMES Land global service.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE QUANTIFICATION OF THE IMPACT OF PRECIPITATION CHANGES ON WATER AND CARBON FLUXES AND BALANCES OF MEDITERRANEAN FORESTS, relying on field observations of Cork oak (EU project MIND, EVK2-CT-2002-00158, national POCI/AGR/59152), Eucalyptus (POCI/CLI/60006/2004) and Maritime pine (PTDC/AGR-CFL/099614/2008) species, with the collaboration of J.S Pereira (ISA), T.S. David (INRB) and J. Tenhunen (Bayreuth University).

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATING SPHERE SPECTRAL SYSTEM TO MEASURE CONTINUOUS SPECTRA OF AEROSOL ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS: The improvement and calibration of this instrument was part of the PhD Project of E. Montilla (2007-2010), developed in the context of the Atmospheric Optics Group (GOA) of the Valladolid University (UVa). One paper is accepted for publication.

6.10.4 Group Productivity

Publications in peer review Journals


**Other international publications**


Other national publications


Ph.D. thesis completed


3. E. Montilla (GOA/UVa) presented her PhD thesis on February 2010, co-supervised by Sandra Mogo (IDL/UL/UBI).

Organization of conferences

Isabel Trigo co-organized the 4th LSA SAF user Workshop, held in Toulouse, 15-17 November.
7. RESEARCH LINES

7.1 GLOBAL CHANGE AND SOCIETAL RISKS

7.1.1 General Objectives

The general objective of GLOBAL CHANGE AND SOCIETAL RISKS research line is to provide to the society all the needed information (and associated uncertainties) that must be the base for territorial management. Between all natural hazards, two are particularly important within the Portuguese setting, namely: weather driven hazards (within the global climatic change context) and earthquake hazard (including tsunami).

With “faster than usual” anthropogenic climate change, as it is currently expected, climate will be one of the main constraints in decision making both at the national and world level. Main Thematic Areas: (1) Evaluation of weather driven natural hazards; floods, droughts, landslides, wildfires and heatwaves; (2) Earthquake Hazard and Seismic Site Effects; (3) Volcanic Hazard; (4) Neotectonic Mapping; (5) Coastal Related Hazard; (6) Seafloor Monitoring at Coastal Areas; (7) Solar variability and solar storms impacts.

7.1.2 Main Achievements

NEW PROJECTS: The Climatology branch of this research line has secured several new projects namely an important participation in the large European project FUME dealing with wildfires and 5 new projects funded by FCT.

OUTREACH: several researcher from IDL participate in a workshop organized by a firemen association (“Associação Hum. de Bomb. Volunt. de Carcavelos e São Dom. de Rana”) in Estoril 29-30 October, on the subject “Seismic catastrophe – Are we prepared?” IDL researchers present communications on historical seismicity, seismic sources, seismic hazard and tsunami warning systems.

FAR-FIELD IMPACT OF TSUNAMIS GENERATED IN THE GULF OF CADIZ: In the framework of project MAREMOTI the impact of a 1755 tsunami like event in the french Islands of the Caribbean region was investigated (Roger et al., 2010a, 2010b).

NEAR FIELD IMPACT OF TSUNAMIS GENERATED IN THE GULF OF CADIZ: In the framework of the EU projects NEAREST and TRANSFER the impact of a 1755 tsunami like event was investigated. Inundation maps for Casablanca (Morocco), Huelva (Spain) and Algarve south Portuguese coast were completed (Omira et al., 2010; Lima et al., 2010),

OPERATIONAL MAREVB. This software application, named MareVB (in development since 2008) is now fully operational: it gets a 3 minute stream input of sea level height and a 10 minute stream input of air-pressure. Based on a predicted tide model, the sea level height is compared and analyzed, and storm-surge amplitude is determined, as well as the high frequency oscillation (seichas) due to the storm and tsunami waves.

COSMOS - BEACH MONITORING SYSTEM: the new video monitoring system (COSMOS - cosmos.fc.ul.pt) targets several key characteristics including portability, low-cost, robustness and easy installation.
SEISMIC HAZARD STUDIES: Vs30 values were estimated for Portugal’s mainland using the surface geology. Besides the site characterization and the identification of potential site effects, Vs30 values were used on shaking maps estimation in collaboration with the Institute of Meteorology (IM). A preliminary assessment of the seismic hazard for the town of Ponta Delgada (Azores) was performed. Vulnerability studies of the Lisbon building stock were conducted in order to be applied on damage scenarios estimation.

7.1.3 Research Line Output

Collaborative Publications in peer review Journals


Collaborative Other Publications
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PhD thesis completed

7.2 GEOPHYSICS AND TECTONOPHYSICS

7.2.1 General Objectives
The general objective is the development of integrated geophysics/tectonophysics studies, combining regional scale geophysical probing, geologic-structural field surveying and rock physics from the meso to the micro-scale.

Target studies include ridge processes, basin studies, Paleozoic geology and tectonic inversion, in a variety of geological settings, from active extensional tectonics to compressive and transpressive regimes. This approach, of Integrated Solid Earth Sciences, combines high-level geophysical techniques with geologic-structural field methods, and includes an effort to model the past up to the present tectonic processes that shape the Earth. This is done, in particular, through analogue modeling and numerical modeling.

Main topics include: (1) Earth Tomography; (2) Marine Geology and Geophysics; (3) Experimental Tectonics; (4) Paleozoic Tectonics in Portugal; (5) Alpine Tectonics in Portugal; (6)
Portuguese Margin Geological and Geophysical Studies; (7) Volcanostratigraphy and Volcanotectonics of Macaronesian Archipelagos; (8) Paleomagnetism and Rock Magnetism.

7.2.2 Main Achievements

SW IBERIAN MARGIN DEEP STRUCTURE: Research continued based on a combination of analogue modeling, passive seismological probing and numerical modeling. Synergies between three research groups of IDL (RG4, RG8 and RG9) have been fundamental for the progress made, tackling the deep structure of the lithosphere, basin development and neotectonics, respectively.

VOLCANOTECTONICS OF MACARONESIAN ISLANDS: Geological mapping and rock sampling in Madeira and Cape Verde was mostly concluded and used as a starting point for further research concerning landscape changes. Cooperation between RG4 and RG8 is building the bridge between geological observation and deep processes, particularly in Cape Verde.

PALEOMAGNETISM AND ROCK MAGNETISM: We reviewed the deposition process associated with the Marinoan cap carbonates using rock magnetic methods, improved the analysis of KTB in three sections of the Basque-Cantabric Basin, and showed that geomagnetic reversals previously identified in the CAMP-Morocco, were in fact remagnetizations. Detailed microstructural studies of magnetic fabrics proceeded, to assess the validity of AMS as a marker of magma flow in dykes.

7.2.3 Research Line Output

Collaborative Publications in peer review Journals


Collaborative Other Publications

- Afifhado, A., Lourenço, N., Matias, L., Moulin, M., Corela, C., Pinto de Abreu, M., Cunha, T., Neves, M.C., Pinheiro, L., Terrinha, P. & Rosas, F. Constraint on the lithosphere structure of


7.3 EARTH OBSERVATION AND GEODYNAMICS

7.3.1 General Objectives

The General Objective of EARTH OBSERVATION AND GEODYNAMICS is to measure and model the present day crustal motion in relation with the corresponding tectonic and volcanic processes. Geodetic techniques are complemented by Seismology and Active Tectonics research. Recent advances on real time geodetic measurements which allow to directly measure ground deformation with great accuracy, and the use of numerical and analog modeling are the basic tools to address geological processes. Base studies concerning the Earth’s gravity field in particular in what concerns the use of the new satellite platforms are also important topics of research.

Research topics include: Co-seismic and Interseismic deformation; Littoral changes; Ground Deformation Monitoring using Radar Interferometry; Geological Mapping using RS; Seafloor Morphology; Instrumentation For Planetary Observation And Monitoring.

7.3.2 Main Achievements

LITTORAL CHANGES: Development of numerical and observational tools for the understanding of coastal sediment dynamics, combining video and numerical modeling, and made available through internet.

GROUND DEFORMATION MONITORING USING RADAR INTERFEROMETRY: Studies conducted in the Azores and Lisbon area showed very positive results, in areas where other approaches (GPS, DInSAR) were impossible. These observations conducted by RG7 were integrated into geo-hazard studies conducted by RG8 and RG5.

GEOLOGICAL MAPPING BASED ON RS TECHNIQUES: Revision, updating and detailing of the Portuguese mainland and the Azores islands database of active faults and of their seismogenic potential as earthquake sources, based upon imagery and cartographic analysis; Geological databases developed by IDL was provided to SHARE project for integration in the larger scale
Instituto Dom Luiz, Scientific Report 2010

European database. The Geologic Map of Madeira Island was integrated in a GIS, in cooperation with local authorities was concluded.

CONTINUOUS GPS OBSERVATION: Enlargement of a network of permanent GNSS stations in Europe and Africa, devoted to the study of a set of Nubia Plate Boundary segments (Azores, SW Iberia, East African Rift); New stations have been installed. New GNSS methodology to study the statistical properties of spatial and temporal distribution of tropospheric Precipitable Water.

GPS METEOROLOGY: Cooperation between RG7 and RG6 developed further, with a series of initiatives concerning the use of GPS observations to study the atmosphere and the use of spin-offs from the meteorological modelling to increase the accuracy of geodetic measurements.

7.3.3 Research Line Output

Collaborative Publications in peer review Journals


Collaborative Other Publications


7.4 METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATE RESEARCH

7.4.1 General Objectives

Three groups of IDL focus their activity in Atmospheric Science problems, in relation with climate change, climate variability, process studies and remote sensing techniques. The Climatology Group (RG1) has been increasingly interested in synoptic climatology studies, both at regional and global scales, with emphasis on low-frequency variability statistics, such as blocking and NAO dynamics. The Atmospheric Modeling Group (RG6), historically interested in dynamical meteorology processes as waves and turbulence, is increasingly involved in regional and global climate modeling. The Land-Climate Group (RG10) focus its work on applications of remote sensing.
IDL work on Meteorology and Climate is largely influenced by its participation in two European Consortia: the EC-Earth climate modelling consortium, built to use the ECMWF model, coupled with the NEMO ocean model, as a basis for a new state-of-the-art Earth System model; the LandSAF/Geoland consortium, working on the development of land surface satellite imagery for the improvement of Numerical Weather forecast models.

### 7.4.2 Main Achievements

**EC-EARTH DEVELOPMENT.** In 2010, the contributions of IDL to the EC-Earth model have come to print. The new snow model included in ECMWF's IFS and in the operational EC-EARTH model was published. A new component of the model, namely the lake model FLAKE was integrated also into HTESSEL, and was subject to substantial and successful testing. Further developments, including a multi-layer snow model are under way, with the corresponding papers being submitted.

**CLIMATE PROCESSES.** Output from IDL in relation with global and regional climate dynamics has progressed significantly. A number of important results address the dynamics of blocking events, its impact on interannual variability and its links with external forcing, namely solar variability. Another set of important set of results concerns the regional and continental flows of atmospheric water, and its control of in-land precipitation.

**REMOTE SENSING.** The IDL research in remote sensing products has also progressed substantially in 2010, with a set of relevant results concerning, in particular, the use of satellite imagery for the characterization of fire in tropical regions and also in Portugal, the use of remote sensing data (both satellite imagery and thermal images) for the characterization of vegetation, and the potential use of advanced multisensor imagery for boundary layer studies.

A small number of relevant IDL publications focused on theoretical issues in atmospheric and oceanic sciences, including the role of non-Gaussian statistics, and the role of Langmuir circulations in the ocean boundary layer.

Although we have not yet attained the publication stage, it is important to report that, besides the natural collaboration between the Climatology, Atmospheric and Climate Modelling and Land-Climate groups, there is a growing collaboration also with the Earth Observation Group in the use of meteorology data for image correction and also in the use of GPS data for meteorological analysis. Such collaboration is likely to translate in new research opportunities.

### 7.4.3 Research Line Output

**Collaborative Publications in peer review Journals**


8. OTHER ACTIVITIES

8.1 Internal Services and Resources

METEO-CLUSTER: IDL owns 2 clusters: a Dell 198 core Xeon CPUs at 2.7GHz and about 30Tb of disk space, and a new 160-core Xeon 5600 system with a 72Tb storage. The new cluster, representing an investment of about 100k€ in 2010, from different sources, has tripled our capabilities, allowing the operation of the EC-Earth global model and also of the WRF regional climate model. The system is still underspecified for our needs. In 2011, we will try to mobilize some extra resources to add extra cores and storage, using in particular the CECAC contract.

ROCK MAGNETICS LABORATORY: The Rock Magnetics Laboratory comprehends a set of instruments: Magnetometer JR6, Alternating Magnetic Field Demagnetizer, Anhysteretic Magnetizer, Magnetic Susceptibility Meter, Furnace Apparatus CS23, Minispin, Portable Rock Magnetometer Magnetometer, Molspin Inc Flux magnetometer, MAG-01H from Bartington and a Thermal Demagnetizer home built.

APPLIED GEOPHYSICS LAB: The Lab comprehends a set of field instruments: two magnetotelluric stations in the frequency range 8000Hz to 4000s. Two magnetometer (3-components fluxgate). Resistivity meter and IP system. Lacoste-Romberg gravity meter. Scalar Magnetometer (GSM). A HP unit for resistivity and capacity measurements on samples. Several data loggers used in EM monitoring. Most of the present effort is directed.

PORTABLE SEISMIC STATIONS: IDL operates and maintains a mobile short period network of HATHOR 3 (LEAS) seismic stations that can record different sensors, 1 Hz Lenhartz LE-3D, 2 Hz CTS, 4.5 Hz 3C geophones. Acquisition is based upon a 24 bits converter and, at 100 Hz, the dynamic range equals 18 bits. These stations have been used in several seismic experiments. This array was upgraded within the SANBA initiative leaded by IFREMER/IDL under contract of PETROBRAS.

EXPERIMENTAL TECTONICS LAB: IDL operates a facility for physical modeling. The lab is presently equipped with simple shear rigs, an automated pure shear rig, analogue and
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computer controlled stepping motors for a wide range of strain rates, and a variety of image acquisition equipment.

OBS ARRAY: We developed internally an array of SP OBS instruments that have been used in a number of international operations. Most of these instruments were built within a Contract with EMEPC and used for both active and passive operations. Currently there are 12 instruments ready and a new set of 4 OBB funded by FCT-Infrastructure Program).

GEOPHYSICAL FLUIDS LABORATORY: A new facility was set up by C Mériaux.

8.2 External Services and Resources

LISBON CLIMATE STATION: The climate and meteorological stations installed at the Botanic Garden in Lisbon is the oldest station continuously operating in Portugal and Western Europe. It is observed 7*24 since 1853 and its data are openly available. It is the reference station for most long term climatic studies, and an ex-libris of IDL.

SEISMIC NETWORK: The ULISSEIS (University of Lisbon Seismic Network) is one of the Portuguese components of the networks of seismic monitoring known as "very broad band". ULISSEIS was launched in 2001. Its main target is to serve the seismological community with high quality broad band seismic data for all kinds of scientific tasks. Another important goal is to contribute to fill, at least, some of the VBB network gaps in Western Europe, in cooperation with other FDSN members. The network in now accessible in real time through IRIS, and integrated into the national seismological network.

GNSS NETWORK: IDL is responsible for the installation and data management (acquisition, storage and processing) of the network of Continuous Operating Reference Stations installed around the world. Most of the stations were installed in the framework of the FCT or international projects (e.g. IOC-UNESCO) and in cooperation with the major partners. IDL integrates AFREF. Most of the effort is concentrated on the different segments of Nubia plate boundary (Azores, Iberia, Eastern Africa, South Africa, and Morocco).

LIBRARY AND HISTORICAL ARCHIVE: IDL owns an important archive of data and observations made in Portugal and overseas since 1853. These data are progressively being digitized and made available through the internet but are an important resource for science history groups. During 2008 the major effort of data digitization was finished under SIGN project and now the institute annals are available through internet.

8.3 Networking Actions

IRIS, ORFEUS and EMSC: IDL integrates the three networks, sharing the monitoring resources and data. They correspond to the most important US and/or European initiatives on seismic data archiving and dissemination. IDL contributes to the operational EMSC service on earthquake location and warning. IDL participated in the most important European initiative on operational seismology (NERIES) and also joined the proposal EPOS to continue the effort on seismic monitoring in Europe. IDL is leading the Portuguese participation on NERA.

IDL actively participates in the ESONET Network of Excellence, and took the responsibility to led in Portugal the EMSO infrastructure proposal. We also support the UNESCO/NEAMTWS initiative on tsunami warning in the north Atlantic.
IDL develops intense international cooperation with a number of entities also devoted to Earth Sciences: IFREMER (marine geophysics); IPGP (marine geophysics and global seismology); University of Barcelona (MT and Applied Geophysics); University Complutense (exchange of students and researchers on Climatology); University of Granada (Active Tectonics); Institut Jaume Almera (TOPOEUROPA); Univ de Grenoble (Seismic Site effects); CNRST, University of Kenitra and Institute Agronomique Hassan V in Rabat (Tsunamis and Applied Geophysics); NRIAG in Cairo (cooperation in all areas of Geophysics and Geodesy); Czech (Applied Geophysics); DAAD (Very Broad Band monitoring); Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronomy Observatory (GNSS); Direção Nacional de Geologia, Instituto Nacional de Hidrografia e Navegação, and Centro Nacional de Cartografia e Detecção Remota in Mozambique (GNSS); Building and Roads Research Institute in Ghana (GNSS); Meteorological Service in Mauritius Islands (GNSS); University of Sana’a in Yemen (GNSS); Regional Centre for Mapping of Resources for Development) in Kenia (GNSS).

IDL cooperates intensively with the Meteorological Institute and the Geological Survey now at LNEG, where groups of IDL researchers have leading roles in Meteorology and Basin Geology, respectively.

### 8.4 Training Activities

IDL researchers teach at the BSc, MSc and PhD programs under the responsibility of the University of Lisbon on Geophysical Sciences, Survey Engineering, Geology and Energy Engineering.

BSc and MSc in Meteorology, Oceanography and Geophysics: Enrolls each year ca. 20 students and ensures a comprehensive study of Earth Physics. IDL researchers cover all disciplines of Meteorology and Geophysics.

BSc and MSc in Geology: Enrolls each year ca. 100 students and ensures a general training of professional geologists. IDL researchers mainly cover disciplines of Structural Geology.

BSc and MSc in Survey Engineering. Enrolls each year ca. 30 students and corresponds to the reference MSc existing in Portugal in this area of knowledge.

MSc in Bioenergy Resources. Common degree with the Lisbon Technical University (Faculty of Agronomy).

PhD program in Geophysical and Geoinformation Sciences. Common post-graduate program with presently 30 students from Portugal and abroad.

PhD program in Geology. Post graduate program from the Department of Geology, where IDL researchers are mainly concerned with structural geology topics.

BasinMaster: After 2009 IDL joined as associated member the BasinMaster consortium, which joins some of the most relevant earth science schools in Europe.

### 8.5 Outreach/Science and Society


• Fernandes, R.M.S., Optimizing the use of GNSS stations: Applications on Tectonics and Meteorology, East, Central and Southern Africa GNSS and Space Weather Workshop, Nairobi, Quênia, 20 Julho 2010.

• Fernandes, R.M.S., Utilização de GPS na estimação de sinais geofísicos: do século ao segundo, Universidade Estadual de São Paulo, Presidente Prudente, Brasil, 13 Agosto 2010.


• Madeira, J. (16 April 2010) RTP, noticiário “Bom Dia Portugal” (08:00 e 09:00), comments on Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland. Another comment on RTP-N, “À noite, as Notícias” (21:00).


• Madeira, J. (24 de Abril de 2010) RDP Antena1, comments on Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland.


• Madeira, J. (26 de Maio de 2010) “Porque treme o país? Sismicidade em Portugal continental e Açores”, Escola Secundária de Fernão Mendes Pinto, Almada.
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- Madeira, J. (3 de Maio de 2010) TVI 24, “Jornal – 2ª edição” (14:00), comments on Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland.


- Trigo R, interview for the newspaper PUBLICO on the heavy rains on the island of Madeira in the past 24 hours. 21 February 2010.

- Trigo R, interview for the newspaper PUBLICO, on the main implications and conclusions attained at the Medieval Warm Period Workshop that occurred in the Luso-American FLAD on days 22-24 September.

- Trigo R, interview on the TV channel SIC, on the impacts of eruptions on the climate of Europe (in the wake of the volcano in Iceland). 17 April 2010.

- Trigo R. Seminar on "Factors that control the atmospheric circulation of the great droughts of the Iberian Peninsula" at the Portuguese Academy of Sciences, November 15, 2010.

8.6 Organization of International Events

The medieval Warm Period Redux. Where and When was it warm?, International Workshop in FLAD, Lisbon, Portugal, 22 - 24 September, 2010. R Trigo and D Barriopedro organized the workshop.


AGU Meeting of Americas, Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil, Agosto 2010. (R Fernandes, member of the Sc Comm of the Session "Global Navigation Satellite System Techniques for Meteorological / Climate Studies").
AGU 2010: S Barbosa co-convener of NP4.1 Open Session on Geoscientific Time Series Analysis.


First Iberian Meeting on Active Faults and Paleoseimology (Cabral, J. and Perea, H., Members of the Organizing Committee and the Scientific Committee). Spain, 27-29 October 2010.


Post-Meeting Field Trip, 1st SHARE IBERIA Workshop on Seismogenic Sources (Cabral, J., Dias, R.P. and Ressurreição, R.). Portugal, January 14-16, 2010, FP7 Project SHARE

The International Conference GeoMod2010 (Modelling in Geosciences) in the Faculty of Sciences, University of Lisbon. September 2010 (F O Marques, organizer).

XXXII General Assembly of the European Seismological Commission, Montpellier (France), 6-10 September 2010. (Batlló, J., Co-convener of session ES4 “Methods and data for the study of events recorded on pre-WWSSN historical seismograms”; Batlló, J., Co-convener of session SD4 “Compiling the earthquake history of the European Mediterranean area”)

9. INTERNAL EVALUATIONS

9.1 Summary of internal evaluations during 2010

Internal evaluation took place in 2010 in the period 12-13 July, with the presence of Sierd Cloetingh and Michael Bevis.

Day 1 Cloetingh and Bevis attended presentations by the Director of IDL, and each of the ten research groups, and individual presentations by seven of the new researchers. These formal presentations were followed by an open discussion and a poster session by Ph.D. students presenting their recent research. In the afternoon the committee met with eight of the ten research groups one at a time for an in-depth discussion of past and present performance, group strategy and scientific planning. During this the committee explicitly addressed issues related to the synergies between research groups, opportunities for the generation of added value, the optimal use of existing resources, and the need for new initiatives to attract funding.

Day 2. The committee interviewed the two remaining research groups, and then attended 12 short presentations by Ph.D. students on their ongoing research within IDL. These presentations were enthusiastic and quite impressive. At the end of this session the committee and the graduate students discussed the formation of an IDL association of graduate student
researchers, to provide IDL leadership with a different perspective and the students with a mechanism to voice their concerns about issues that cut across the needs of individual research groups and affect many students.

The committee prepared a detailed report which was made available to FCT, and discussed by all researchers of the Institute. The recommendations described in the report were taken into consideration by research group leaders in the preparation of this report.

9.2 Future internal Evaluations plan for 2011

Internal Evaluation is scheduled for the period 18-19 July 2011 with the presence of Sierd Cloething, Michael Bevis and Phillipe Bougeault.